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Abstract 
 

America’s ability to rely on traditional sensing systems providing vital intelligence 

information from within anti-access / area denial (A2/AD) environments is at risk. Adversaries 

are hardening their A2/AD defenses by developing capabilities to destroy, deny, degrade, 

disrupt, and deceive (D5) our traditional sensing systems. Furthermore, traditional sensing 

systems continue to suffer from an inherent lack of architecture resiliency and interoperability. 

Perhaps most important, these vital traditional systems will continue to be burdened with 

skyrocketing lifecycle costs. These three challenges leave our future sensor viability in doubt on 

modern battlefields and hold at risk our nation’s ability to make sufficiently informed and timely 

national security decisions. To mitigate the risk of unavailable or inadequate traditional sensing 

systems and networks, thus helping ensure resilient awareness within A2/AD operational 

environments by the year 2040, the US must seek and exploit proliferative, non-traditional (NT) 

sensing systems offering military intelligence utility comparable to traditional sensing systems, 

while simultaneously augmenting the capabilities of traditional sensing and providing redundant 

backup in order to minimize capability losses if traditional systems are compromised. 

This paper first describes the difference between traditional and non-traditional sensing 

systems. It then gives examples of how commercial companies use non-traditional sensing 

systems to provide valuable information for themselves and their customers. Next, it explains the 

construct forming the three necessary sub-systems constituting militarily useful non-traditional 

sensing systems. Using examples of military applications, this paper describes how the Air Force 

may similarly use NT sensing systems to provide militarily useful information from within 

A2/AD environments. Finally, it concludes with some suggestions that would allow the Air 

Force to harness the strategic benefits from NT sensing. 
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Introduction 

America’s ability to rely on traditional sensing systems providing vital intelligence 

information from within anti-access / area denial (A2/AD) environments is at risk. Adversaries 

are hardening their A2/AD defenses by developing increasingly potent capabilities to destroy, 

deny, degrade, disrupt, and deceive (D5) our traditional sensing systems. Furthermore, traditional 

sensing systems continue to suffer from an inherent lack of architecture resiliency and 

interoperability. Perhaps most important, these vital traditional systems will continue to be 

burdened with skyrocketing lifecycle costs. These three challenges leave our future sensor 

viability in doubt on modern battlefields and hold at risk our nation’s ability to make sufficiently 

informed and timely national security decisions. 

Current US strategic guidance mandates that the military credibly maintain its ability to 

project power into areas from which the military’s access and freedom to operate are 

challenged.1 The military’s power projection capability, though, is based on intelligence, 

surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) information from those denied areas. Yet, traditional US 

sensor and sensing networks are inherently vulnerable to proliferating A2/AD threats and 

challenges. Moreover, as A2/AD threats mature in sophistication, vulnerabilities of traditional 

sensing systems may grow faster than their ability to be defended. To continue meeting strategic 

requirements, the nation’s military must incorporate resilient battlefield awareness systems into 

its overarching intelligence architecture.2  

Current intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance architectures rely heavily on 

information provided by exquisite yet delicate sensor systems resident in space, air, ground, and 

submarine environments. For instance, space imaging systems are used for intelligence 
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collection and have unique capabilities to provide selective, high fidelity imagery of physically 

denied areas. However, they are also very expensive, fragile and vulnerable to adversary D5 

actions. Furthermore, space imaging systems suffer from the tyranny of persistence, meaning 

increased target persistence is offset by often unpalatable acquisition, sustainment, and other 

lifecycle considerations. Traditional systems such as these are also incapable of rapidly 

reconstituting their mission presence in response to diverse nation security emergencies.  

There is nothing easy about any aspect of building, operating, maintaining and defending 

these traditional systems to ensure they remain productive in volatile, uncertain, complex and 

ambiguous environments. Increasingly through 2040 it will be common to see adversaries, in 

escalatory conflicts, continue to focus their attack strategies using D5 efforts specifically aimed 

at reducing US sensor utility. For example, direct-to-geosynchronous anti-satellite weapons, 

electronic warfare, and other asymmetric tactics degrade US sensor persistence jeopardizing 

battlespace awareness.  

Admittedly, work is already underway to make traditional sensing systems more robust, 

thus offering better overall future military utility and availability. For example, improved link 

budgets, fractionated architecture implementations, and enhanced autonomy can all help to make 

the traditional systems more resilient to escalatory D5 threats. However, there is no alternative 

plan in the grand overarching sensing architecture but to rely on these delicate systems. If these 

traditional systems cease to provide the intelligence needed by the warfighter, the US may have 

no alternative means to bridge the gap unless the systems are reconstituted. This inability to 

bridge the information gap until reconstitution could have severe negative consequences on the 

military’s targeting, force flow, logistics, and national security abilities.3 These negative 

consequences are so dire that other awareness options must be considered.  
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Thesis 

To mitigate the risk of unavailable or inadequate traditional sensing systems and 

networks, thus helping ensure resilient awareness within A2/AD operational environments by the 

year 2040, the US must seek and exploit proliferative, non-traditional (NT) sensing systems 

offering military intelligence utility comparable to traditional sensing systems, while 

simultaneously augmenting the capabilities of traditional sensing and providing redundant 

backup in order to minimize capability losses if traditional systems are compromised. 

What Distinguishes Non-traditional Sensors from Traditional Sensors? 

There is no standardized definition clearly distinguishing traditional from non-traditional 

sensors. In fact, one organization’s non-traditional sensors could be another organization’s 

traditional sensors. For example, the Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 

(ISR) Agency still broadly classifies full motion video (FMV) imagery as “non-traditional” even 

though FMV ISR military capability has been around for over a decade.4 Often the determination 

of whether a sensor is traditional or non-traditional depends on the point of view of the particular 

entity accessing or utilizing the sensors or data. For the purposes of this paper, traditional sensors 

are operationally defined as those: 1) built and used for (a) specific purpose(s), 2) intentionally 

connected to a public or private network so that collected sensor data can be further processed or 

analyzed, 3) controlled and maintained by the owner or agent of the sensors, and 4) having 

achieved a mature, stable utility in an established architecture.5 

In contrast, non-traditional sensors may be operationally defined as those sensors: 1) 

often used for purposes other than for which they were designed, 2) connected to a network but 

accessed by non-primary actors, 3) not owned or maintained by the non-primary actors, and 4) 
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inherently adaptable to novel applications. Often, these novel applications are not fully known or 

understood until years later. Sometimes, as NT sensing systems mature, they serve as the 

foundation from which traditional sensors are developed. This paper will explain first in 

commercial terms and then using military examples how NT sensing systems are poised to offer 

better military utility, resiliency, and life-cycle costs compared with their traditional 

counterparts.   

Commercially Driven NT Sensor Capabilities, Proliferation and Exploitation 

The density of sensors and sensing systems is rapidly increasing. Everything connected to 

the Internet or a private network in some way acts as a sensor. Today this ranges from deli scales 

in grocery stores to smart appliances in homes and mobile computing devices. As widespread as 

this might seem, we are still in the relative infancy of the information age. Some observers have 

described this upcoming hyper connectivity as the “Internet of Things (IoT).”6  

To illustrate this point, today there are over 10 billion devices connected to the Internet.  

Projections estimate there will be 50 billion by 2020 and perhaps 100 trillion by 2040.7 Driven 

mostly by commercial industry, this explosion of mobile and fixed connectivity is helping create 

a world shaped by ubiquitous sensors with massive amounts of data circulating across public and 

private networks. From a military perspective, strategists strive to understand what battlespace 

awareness the military can derive from all of these sensors. To answer this, it is helpful to look at 

some recent commercial examples of how accessing and interpreting large amounts of data can 

be useful to the general public. 

In a project designed to leverage its pervasive utility in society, Google Corporation used 

a software model combining pertinent search terms with geographic data from user searches to 
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understand and project the spread of previous epidemics.8 Google then applied its model to a 

new regional flu outbreak and was able to quickly and accurately predict where the flu was 

spreading. Furthermore, the Google information provided these estimations in near real-time 

instead of the days or weeks the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) took to 

finalize and report their data.9 Thus, Google was able to produce equivalent results using non-

traditional sensing techniques faster than the CDC’s traditional sensing capability.  

There are thousands of other examples of commercial businesses harnessing widespread 

sensor information and transforming it into actionable or profitable knowledge. For instance, the 

commercial sector mines big data to improve its bottom line through better targeted sales, 

balanced inventories and reduced logistics costs.10 Financial organizations use NT sensing to 

adjudicate potentially misleading or false information. For example, if a country that reported a 

domestic rate of inflation was suspected of using misleading or deliberately falsified 

calculations, this may be detected by the use of NT sensing. In this situation, information 

gathered through country-wide, non-traditional sensors may paint an alternative and more 

realistic representation of the inflation rate.11 Furthermore, utilizing non-traditional sensors to 

develop awareness, even with just the sensor metadata, could provide an alternative means to 

understand complex economic, political and military situations, capabilities and intentions.  

Non-traditional Sensing’s Requirements Triad 

Non-traditional sensing exhibits three fundamental characteristics:  

1) Sensor data: shared access to large quantities of data 

 2) Networks: a way to transfer this data around networks to inform decision makers 

3) Processing: smart algorithms to make sense of the enormous amount of data. 
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It is these three essential ingredients that make up a viable non-traditional sensing 

architecture. Moreover, all of the pieces in this requirements triad are interdependent, since each 

informs or is informed by the others to varying degrees. This interrelationship can be visualized 

in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Relationship among NT sensing requirements triad components 

As shown in Figure 1, the intersection of sensor data and the networks forms the access 

piece. The intersection of the processing and networks provides the distribution, or the ways the 

sensor and weapon system communicate to facilitate the exchange of information. At the center 

of all of this we find the militarily useful NT sensing. This requirements triad will now be 

explored in more detail.  
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Sensor Data 

The amount of electronically captured data is accumulating at an almost overwhelming 

rate. In 2013, the amount of stored extant information in the world was estimated to be between 

1 and 4 zettabytes.12 This amount of data is so large it is about to dwarf the seemingly huge 

storage capacity of the newly built one million square foot NSA data center in Utah.13 Some 

estimates even project the amount of digital data in the world as doubling about every three 

years.14 YouTube, for example, has over 800 million monthly users uploading over an hour of 

video per second.15 Twitter processes more than 400 million tweets every day.16 Facebook 

members click a “like” button or leave a comment nearly 3 billion times per day, creating a 

digital trail the company can mine to learn about users’ preferences.17 Even US government 

organizations such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) currently 

generate and collect more than 19 TB of data every day.18 The massive number of sensors 

proliferating over the next two decades will serve as the raw material forming the haystack from 

which the proverbial needles will need to be found.  

Networks 

The vast accumulating stores of data need to be linked with smart algorithms via an 

interconnected sensing network. Obviously, not all of the data in the world have military utility, 

but where these militarily useful data do reside will likely be diversely spread across vast regions 

of the globe. To transport this data in a timely and selective manner requires high speed 

terrestrial and satellite transmission capacity.  

High speed transmission capabilities between networked sensors and the data centers are 

expanding rapidly. Driven mainly by commercial business markets, high speed fiber optic 

communication systems utilizing the latest coherent modulation schemes are poised to provide 
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exponential growth in terrestrial bandwidth capacity. These high speed backbones are shared by 

both commercial and military users alike, creating both operating opportunities and challenges 

for military NT sensing. In particular, in order to preserve revenue of both the customers and the 

network providers, these high speed backbones are fundamentally designed to be resilient and 

robust to outages. As will be described later in this paper, this resiliency in conjunction with 

other key aspects will help ensure commercial communications during times of conflict. 

Processing 

Not surprisingly, the magnitude of data to sift is staggering. Google processes more than 

24 petabytes of data per day.19 However, all of this accumulating data is useless unless 

actionable intelligence can be extracted from it. Processing is needed to tease out the underlying 

constructs latent within the data to form associations not previously visible by other means. To 

do this, intelligent algorithms must combine with fast computing hardware to process and 

transform raw sensor information into clear knowledge presentable to decision makers. Currently 

though, there is an insufficient ability to process NT sensor information quickly and efficiently, 

especially for military sensing purposes. 20 Although NOAA collects 19 TB of data, if left 

unanalyzed, this data cannot provide NOAA any answers on important topics such as crop 

management and optimization.21 All of this automation does not mean taking humans out of the 

loop, however, but instead elevating them to the top of the decision making process instead of 

where they are now, which is inefficiently spread across every level.22 

Exploring Military Utility Non-traditional Sensing 

Within the construct of the NT sensing triad (as shown in Figure 1), this section will 

examine specific examples and applications of militarily relevant sensors, networks and 

processing capabilities. First, a brief discussion of militarily useful data sensors, most of which 
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are already in the environment today, will serve to demonstrate their ubiquitous and proliferating 

nature. Second, this paper will explore some of the networks utilized in NT architectures. The 

remainder of this section will explore processing capabilities and how processing supports 

current and expected military battlespace awareness applications in an A2/AD environment.  

 

Figure 2: Notional examples of militarily relevant NT sensors and network opportunities within 
an A2/AD environment (note: processing capability not depicted). 

Military Sensor Data Examples 

Which NT sensors in an A2/AD environment could the military use to improve battlespace 

awareness?  Figure 2 shows some examples of potential NT sensor systems within an A2/AD 

environment. This figure also shows that unlike traditional sensing capabilities that are being 

forced farther and farther out from A2/AD environments because of adversary D5 activities 
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(including airborne or seaborne assets), these NT sensors will continue to remain positioned in 

key areas denied to many traditional systems. For example, these NT sensors include: 

- Fixed and mobile computing devices (e.g. smart phones) 
- Strain and flow sensors (e.g. bridges, traffic) 
- Seismic sensors (land or sea based) 
- Oceanographic sensors 
- Social media sites 
- Search engine databases 
- Exploited computing devices 
- Network appliances (e.g. routers, switches, modems) 
- Networks (e.g. military, civilian, corporate) 

Military Network Examples 

How will these NT sensors be accessed? A wide variety of command, control, and 

communications methods are available depending on the sensor application and the protection 

level of the sensor. Figure 2 shows some of these network options and opportunities. For 

example: 

- Uncooperative computer-to-computer (C2C) communications (exploits) 
- Medium exfiltration (wired, wireless, multi-medium, advanced forwarding) 
- Cooperative third parties 
- Information brokers or resellers 
- Secure, encrypted links 
- Implants (C2C, physical, supply chain management) 
- Existing intelligence ingress/egress techniques (signals intelligence) 

Harnessing the sensing and networking opportunities mentioned above requires advanced 

and sustained intelligence preparation of the environment (IPoE). However, because the 

overwhelming focus of ISR for the past 10 years has been on supporting the global war on 

terrorism and related intelligence needs, the US military’s ability to conduct classical, sustained, 

persistent IPoE has atrophied.23 As will be discussed later, NT sensing opportunities will serve to 

bolster IPoE in A2/AD environments.  
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Military Processing Examples 

In the NT sensing triad, processing addresses the distillation of actionable intelligence from 

the collected data. To understand what intelligence benefit NT sensing provides the warfighter, it 

is useful to look at which national security missions stand to benefit from this processed data. 

Some battlespace awareness benefits are listed below, followed by a more detailed explanation: 

- Cyber-attack attribution adjudication 
- Augmentation of traditional sensor (e.g. cueing) 
- Missile warning and telemetry data 
- Special Operations Forces mission enhancement 
- Improved munitions effectiveness 
- Improved logistics management  

Cyber-attack aftermaths are extremely complex events to unravel, especially when 

attempting to determine attribution. One of the biggest impediments to determining precise 

attribution is the lack of causal links back to the actual belligerents. This is due to the 

premeditated circuitous routes through global servers that the attackers use to hide the 

traceability of their actions. Onerous technical challenges and high costs often prevent the 

determination of attribution with the certainty required for legal or military action. By utilizing 

NT sensors in conjunction with processing techniques such as data intensive correlation models 

and strategically positioned data sensors, cyber-operators can supplement their traditional causal 

data to clandestinely zero in on the attacker.24  

Another military example of the use of NT sensing is in the augmentation of cueing for 

traditional systems. As mentioned earlier, capabilities of traditional systems could be impaired 

through adversary D5 activities within an A2/AD environment. In situations such as these, 

augmentation from NT sensors in the A2/AD environment, such as from personal mobile 

communication systems, would boost the effective of sensor sensitivity and selectivity. For 
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example, information from an NT sensing system could alert a traditional system, such as a 

partially degraded imaging satellite or a remotely piloted vehicle to take a more detailed look at a 

region of interest.   

In the past, it has proved notoriously difficult to collect missile telemetry data (a type of 

measurement and signature intelligence or MASINT) such as rocket re-entry signatures from 

A2/AD environments using traditional sensors. 25 However, a host of NT sensors already in the 

area of interest can serve to augment these traditional sensors, making collection more effective. 

Furthermore, situational awareness sensing opportunities could assist combatant commands such 

as United States European Command with indications and warnings (I&W) that tip off a ramp up 

to a missile launch.26 In addition, because of their massive diversity in technical capabilities and 

high geographic density, NT sensing solutions are poised to overcome some typical traditional 

sensing challenges such as limited diurnal availability. 

NT sensing can also enhance location and identity recognition systems to assist targeted 

or limited military engagement activities such as those from Special Operations Forces. As in 

missile warning, the use of NT sensors allows Special Operations to determine intentions, 

methodologies, decoy validation, and real time exploitation.27 This would provide a means to 

supplement more traditional SOF techniques in the areas of activity detection and patterns-of-life 

determination.28 

Lastly, augmenting precision guided munitions targeting data with NT sensing improves 

weapons effectiveness by increasing targeting accuracy and precision.29 NT sensors located near 

radio frequency shielded environments and underground bunkers may provide an augmented 

triangulation of these high value targets. Improved targeting accuracy thereby enables the 
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precision usage of volumetric weapons such as EMP or low yield nuclear weapons. This 

precision employment can increase the probability of desired effects and thus reduce the overall 

kill chain timeline and likelihood of collateral damage. Even non-kinetic attacks such as multi-

spectral EW effects benefit from the augmentation of NT sensors and enhance the ability to 

deliver a range of effects on adversary positions. 

Military Benefits of NT Sensing over Traditional Sensing 

 Non-traditional sensing offers several promising advantages to enhance the capabilities of 

traditional sensing. Three of these advantages are briefly described below: 

NT Sensing Networks are Inherently Resilient, Offering Assured Communications 

- Unprecedented Prolificacy: Large quantities of commercially driven NT sensors exist in 

the environment and are under no threat of elimination or complete suppression because 

of their proliferating, ubiquitous, and highly redundant nature. 

- Pervasive connectivity: Because of their interconnected IoT nature, these sensors are 

thoroughly integrated into commerce and culture thus making it difficult or impossible to 

disconnect them from the network to which they are linked. This means at least a 

minimal NT sensing capability or signature is always left behind.  

- Improved Error Tolerance: Big data researchers have shown that solution quality or 

accuracy approaches good enough levels if models with sufficiently large amounts of 

data are utilized.30 Thus, because of the rapidly growing quantities of sensors providing 

data in the future, the non-traditional sensing world offers to be one where “less 

sophisticated but abundant” has the potential to trump “fewer but pristine.”31  

- Unique Political/Strategic Protections: Consortium-based business models pose 

Manchester-doctrine-like effects as they begin to inextricably link political, military, and 
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economic aspects of many host governments.32 For example, a country’s governmental 

decision calculus to attack part of an NT sensing architecture is more complicated if the 

targeted country is within the consortium’s umbrella organization. 

- Assured Network Communications in Times of Conflict: The previous four factors help 

ensure the NT sensing architecture, as a whole, is resilient and available during times of 

conflict. Even if an adversary isolated or inactivated significant portions of networks 

communications capabilities within its territory, such a move would only serve to isolate 

them and stymie its highly interconnected diplomatic, informational, military, and 

economic instruments of power.  

NT Sensing Offers Unmatched Sensor Diversity, Flexibility and Confidentiality 

- Diversity: Sensors offer wider technical diversity compared with traditional systems, 

since they leverage market-driven forces of the commercial marketplace. 

- Flexibility: The ability to transform their functionality is built into their design and 

augmented through remote modifications and updates. 

- Confidentiality: Adversaries are not likely to ascertain what intelligence is being derived 

from the sensors in their environments since processing is performed elsewhere. 

NT Sensing Economic Advantages 

- Lower Lifecycle Costs: Compared with those of traditional systems, the development, 

installations, operations and maintenance considerations of NT systems are reduced, 

since these sensors are brought into existence not by the military, but by consumer and 

industry-driven demand and support. 
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- Sensor and Network Defense: Sensors are generally welcomed into the environment, and 

thus they are not at risk of being eliminated, since their primary purpose is to provide 

information to the sensor owners. Therefore, they do not require military protection. 

Strategic Directions to Incorporate NT Sensing into Battlespace Awareness 

The NT sensing revolution has already begun. The military must now decide what role it 

wants to play in harnessing the benefits of NT sensing. This paper advocates that the Air Force 

take an active role in shaping the future of NT sensing within its own intelligence structure. To 

do this it must first begin to incorporate NT sensing into the overall joint warfighting intelligence 

architecture. Second, the Air Force must assess the implications NT sensing has within its future 

force structure and rebalance the force as necessary to properly accommodate it. Finally, the Air 

Force needs to capitalize on the ongoing commercial, academic and intelligence community 

efforts in NT sensing technology to ensure that Air Force needs are represented in this 

commercially driven environment.  

Incorporate NT Sensing Into the Overall Joint Warfighting Intelligence Architecture 
 

1. Understand the benefits and opportunity cost of incorporating NT sensing into current 

architecture versus remaining solely focused on traditional systems.  

Perhaps the biggest factor limiting exploitation of NT sensors is a general lack of 

awareness of what capabilities NT sensing can bring to the military. Indeed, the technical tools 

for handling data have already changed dramatically, but our methods and mindsets have been 

slower to adapt.33 While commercial industry invests heavily in and focuses on NT sensing or 

big data mining, the US military appears stymied in its efforts to leverage NT sensors. 
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To start, the military needs to understand what role NT sensing systems should have 

within the current intelligence architectures by weighing the advantages NT sensing brings over 

traditional sensing in an A2/AD environment. For example, since NT sensing system 

architectures are inherently diverse and resilient, they offer an advantage in solving difficult 

tactical and intelligence problems. In addition, they are designed to fuse information from large 

numbers of sources, providing a more complete picture of a situation.34 Furthermore, because of 

traditional sensing susceptibility to adversary D5 actions, NT sensing robustness in these same 

conditions serves to augment military battlespace awareness. 

2. Develop trial functional NT sensing capabilities and link them to existing globally 

networked ISR weapon systems to assess utility and develop concepts of operation. 

The Air Force already has relevant and mature traditional sensing systems and 

architectures in existence today, poised, at least in a basic sense, to incorporate NT sensing. For 

example, Air Force intelligence exploitation is primarily performed by the Distributed Common 

Ground System (DCGS), which is a globally networked ISR weapon system.35 The Air Force 

could use DCGS or its variants as a platform from which to test out NT sensing systems by 

augmenting current traditional sensing partner systems. The goal of this trial would be to 

understand the contribution NT sensing offers for cueing of traditional IMINT systems for 

improved warfighter battlespace awareness.  

3. Develop comprehensive near-, mid-, and far-term NT sensing goals with the assistance 

of expert panels including warfighter representatives, science boards, government labs, and 

industry and other stakeholders. 

Since NT sensing is expected to touch nearly all aspects of the current joint warfighting 
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intelligence architecture, its successful widespread acceptance will require persistent and genuine 

involvement from many different intelligence community members as well as support from 

industry. Comprehensive and realistic near-, mid-, and far-term plans need to be developed that 

are inclusive and respectful of pertinent stakeholders in the process.  

4. Understand the legal enablers, constraints, and opportunities associated with NT 

sensing. 

This paper purposely does not address in significant depth the legal issues associated with 

NT sensing. However, legal frameworks such as US Code Titles 10, 32, and 50 have always 

played an important role in shaping intelligence community actions. Specific areas that need 

clarification with regard to the implementation of NT sensing include the following: What Title 

10 and/or 50 organizations can process military NT sensor data? Who will become the DoD’s 

big data cruncher? What are the data storage and retrieval concerns from both domestic and 

foreign sources? 

Assess Implications to the Military Force Structure – Specifically the Air Force 

1. Develop a cadre of NT sensing experts within the military.  

The Air Force needs to foster subject matter experts knowledgeable across the wide array 

of systems making up the NT sensing architecture. To develop and retain this essential cadre of 

NT sensing experts the military needs to incentivize officers pursuing degrees in big data 

statistical analysis and modeling techniques, including talent who understand the back end 

technologies: hardware, software, algorithms, and the intelligence networks tying everything 

together. In addition, the Air Force should support technical exchanges with industry and 

academia such as through operational fellowships and industry exchange programs with US 
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National Labs, foreign and domestic academia, and industry.  

2. Leverage the skills of military Guard & Reserve members who already possess critical 

civilian skills in relevant NT sensing technologies. 

The Air Force is fortunate to have already within its own force structure Air Force 

Reserve and Air National Guard members who, in their civilian jobs, have expertise with the 

hardware and software that form the building blocks of NT sensing systems. These technicians, 

engineers, scientists, and subject matter experts who already possess many of the critical 

technical skills needed are prime candidates when forming the force structure and planning cells 

necessary to support NT sensing.  

Capitalize on Ongoing Commercial, Academic and IC Efforts 

1. Begin by following the lead of other intelligence community members seeking to 

understand how NT sensing benefits their missions.  

Other intelligence community members such as the Army and Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA) have already begun exploring the potential of NT sensing by soliciting contracts 

to industry.36 The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and US National 

Labs in cooperation with industry and academia are developing algorithms and tools to prepare 

for the NT sensing revolution.37 Unlike in the past when the military was essentially the sole 

owner and creator of intelligence products from sensor to shooter, in the future the military will 

switch from a net creator to a net consumer of sensor data. Thus, the military needs to understand 

and keep pace with advances so that it can influence and leverage the NT sensing marketplace. 

Through the use of contracts, federal business opportunity announcements, conferences, industry 

days, and working group participation, the military can proactively and deliberately shape the 
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NT sensing apparatus for its own purpose.  

2. Capitalize on NT sensing enabling technologies. 

The Air Force should partner with industry on technology initiatives such as innovative 

algorithms, novel data exfiltration methods, large data set statistics, and high performance 

computing solutions having military utility. In fact, partnering with industry is crucial for the 

military to understand the array of innovative algorithms behind database search engines mining 

the voluminous amount of data generated by ubiquitous sensor proliferation. 

3. Address technology and policy gaps preventing seamless integration of sensors into 

intelligence architectures.  

There are a number of ongoing internal intelligence community challenges impeding the 

incorporation of NT sensing. One longstanding challenge has been the myriad of data formats 

and metadata standards. For example, there is no coordinated approach to provide commonality 

of full motion video (FMV) data formats across all of the different FMV sources. This issue, 

combined with the multitude of meta-data standards imbedded within these video standards, 

means that most FMV systems are unnecessarily non-interoperable. Further complicating efforts 

are the DoD and military services stove-piped requirements and standards and the resultant 

struggle to incorporate interoperability.38 To resolve this, the IC members and stakeholders must 

agree on interoperability standards and develop long-term strategic efficiencies focused on 

hardware and software reuse across platforms. 

Conclusion 

To mitigate the risk of unavailable or inadequate traditional sensing systems and 

networks, thus helping ensure resilient awareness within A2/AD operational environments by the 
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year 2040, the US must seek and exploit proliferative, non-traditional (NT) sensing systems 

offering military intelligence utility comparable to traditional sensing systems, while 

simultaneously augmenting the capabilities of traditional sensing and providing redundant 

backup in order to minimize capability losses if traditional systems are compromised. 

Fortunately, due in large part to the combination of commercially driven future sensor, network, 

and processing developments, by 2040 there could already be sufficient NT sensors and sensing 

systems to derive intelligence from the information they provide. These sensing systems, if the 

military chooses to exploit them, have the potential to provide sufficient militarily-suitable 

intelligence utility by the year 2040.  

In the near term, information derived from an NT sensing architecture has the ability to 

provide good enough sensing information to augment traditional sensors by enhancing their 

depth and accuracy.39 Further into the future, these NT sensing systems are poised to completely 

replace intelligence derived from some traditional sensors. However, unlike some traditional 

systems that provide military utility immediately upon sensor system activation, deriving 

meaningful intelligence from NT sensing requires years of investment to mature. The Air Force 

should start as soon as possible to incorporate NT sensing into its intelligence architecture to 

preserve adequate battlespace awareness into 2040. 
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